
ROUGH MATTER MEETS SURFACES SCARRED BY TIME.

RUST AND CEMENT ACQUIRE UNEXPECTED PERSPECTIVES.

CARESSING WALLS. WALKING BAREFOOT. INTENSE EXPERIENCES.

THE FUTURE CAN ENTER A ROOM.

METROPOLIS. VISUAL PLEASURE. TACTILE EXPERIENCE.

METROPOLIS. POINTS OF VIEW. SUBSTANCES OF COLOUR.

METROPOLIS. A THEATRE OF CONTEMPORARY LIVING.

DECORATING TIME IS NO LONGER A SIMPLE REBELLION.

YOU CAN TRAVEL EVEN BY STANDING STILL.

Metropolis® by IVAS.
Cosmopolitan decorative division.
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Imagine a contemporary look

Imagine cement cores, steel spirits, metropolitan photograms

Imagine a new way of painting space

Imagine a choice without prejudice

Imagine a wall…

Open your eyes…

Metropolis® Paints for Lifestyle is the division of decorative paints and resins of Ivas Group: it designs and produces paints, decorative 

processes and resin finishes for wall and floor inspired by the suggestions of the outer metropolitan areas. Quality, innovation and uniqueness 

of the products base their roots in the made-in- Italy tradition of Ivas Group, a company internationally renowned for over half a century in the 

construction finishes market which exports its products to more than 20 foreign countries.

With Metropolis, paints and resins become for the first time items of furniture and design, materials, colors and reflections that transform 

places and spaces with vitality and dynamism. From the forbidden atmospheres symbol of urban "ghettos" to the human warmth of ethnic 

rhythms, from the dusty areas of desolate cities to the Eastern charm of ancient peoples, Metropolis products are a concentration of worlds, 

trends, places and characters that can make any room a different, unique, exclusive one. 

Metropolis® Paints for Lifestyle by IVAs manufactures and offers to the international market avant-garde eco-friendly decorative finishes, 

produced exclusively in Italy following strict quality standards. Metropolis has changed the concept of Italian decoration offering decorative 

paints and resins that are closer to the design and luxury furnishing than to the simple painting of a room. 

In the production intended for public spaces, fashion stores, hotels Metropolis offers a large range of highly customizable products as well as 

a tailor-made design of decorative solutions with specific methods of surface treatment. 

The versatility of Metropolis products is ideal for the contract sector: key point of this proposal is the pursuit of excellence in design, 

anticipating trends and adapting them to the specific project and the geographic and cultural context in which the project will be realized. 

Walls and floors, furniture systems and accessories, staircases and ceilings, doors and pieces of furniture: Metropolis decorative products can 

be applied on any surface, turning it into a scene and giving homogeneity and harmony to the environment. 

Paints, decorative plasters, enamels, polyurethane and epoxy resin systems, these hi-tech finishes cover the environments and are able to 

involve the inhabitants in enchanting multi-sensory experiences.
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The 3 product lines of Metropolis® (Colors, Urban Effects and Resins), eco-friendly, water-based, solvent-free, represent Italian excellence for 

interior decoration. 

Matter, colors and reflections that transform places and spaces, evoking within living environments what is usually found outside, on the street: 

materials, atmosphere, suggestions, metropolitan "lights". Materic effect can generate different emotions, not just chromatic ones, but tactile, 

suggestive, "three-dimensional".

COLORS IS A COLLECTION OF DECORATIVE PRODUCTS THAT VARY FROM THE MOST CLASSIC SUGGESTIONS TO THE MOST INNOVATIVE TRENDS.

RESINS INCLUDES DECORATIVE RESIN ABLE TO GIVE A SPECIAL VISUAL EFFECT AND AN EXCITING TOUCH EXPERIENCE.

URBAN EFFECTS IS THE RESULT OF COMBINATIONS THAT THROUGH SPECIAL APPLICATION TECHNIQUES AND SPECIAL TOOLS,

CREATE URBAN SCENIC DESIGNS INSPIRED TO PURE METROPOLITAN LIFESTYLE.
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Colors is the complete line of paints and varnishes of Metropolis® by Ivas decorative division. Within this division you can find formulated products 

to produce the highest level of interior decorating. The Colors line is able to satisfy any taste or stylistic request, suggesting classic and rustic 

decorative styles and the most innovative solutions. The quality and modern production of the Colors line allows all home decorating needs to be 

answered: transpirable, washable, possibility to touch-up and long lasting. The Colors products also enable new solutions for decor and furnishings 

to be explored, with the introduction of magnetic paints and paints giving a slate effect, together with the creation of textured effects, producing 

impressive scenic results (by combining some of the Colors range the Urban Effects line can be achieved).

CANOVA GLAM HOT METAL LADY V. METROPOLIS FACTOR

MIDA MITO MOON

SOUL CEMENT TRIBAL VENEZIA

HARMONY OLD TIMES
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Urban Effects is the line of textured effects of Metropolis® by Ivas decorative division, a collection of metropolitan suggestions, a revolution in the 

interior decorating field. The Urban Effects are creations full of vitality, energy and raw matter, thought about and produced to intensify the designers’ 

inspiration and to stimulate the decorators’ talent. The Urban Effects come to life by combining some of the Colors line products and by using specific 

decorative techniques, recreating in the interior spaces the atmospheres, styles and lived experiences from the outside metropolitans.

BERLIN BRONX BROOKLYN HARLEM ISTANBUL

JAKARTA MANHATTAN
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Resins is the line of decorative resins for walls and floors of Metropolis® by Ivas decorative division. The versatility of the Resins line allows 

co-ordinated floor/wall solutions to be achieved, according to the most up-to-date trends in interior decorating: products designed to change the 

perception of a space, projecting floors and walls into the future of substance and colours. Resins is a line composed exclusively from water based, 

eco-friendly and solvent-free products.

HELSINKI MANCHESTER MARRAKECH MIAMI
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NEWS 2014

IN 2014 METROPOLIS PRESENTED A NEW WORLD OF RESINS:

METROSTONE

THICK CEMENT RESIN-BASED SYSTEM, ECO-FRIENDLY AND BREATHABLE, NON YELLOWING, RESISTANT TO ABRASION;

FINISHED WITH WATER-BASED POLYURETHANE RESIN. 

FOR FLOORS AND WALLS. 

The lines Resins and Urban Effects are studied in co-ordinated to decorate your home with a unique mood. Each line Metropolis® was born with its 

own peculiarity but with the necessary precautions can be interchangeable with the others. 

Another peculiar feature of these innovative products is the application on different surfaces, floors, walls, plasterboard, furniture.

Metropolis® By Ivas products are studied in the courses "Metropolis® Training - Decorative elements and more” and "Resins & Floors - Industrial 

and decorative resin coatings” designed to learn the techniques of realization of Metropolis® By Ivas  effects and products. 

The courses are held at MASTER G, a training center for professional decorators, for which Ivas is certified UNI EN ISO 9001.

Metropolis® products are water based and eco-friendly because solvent-free and with a reduced release of volatile organic compounds as required 

in Voc rules.

Metropolis is present on iPad and iPhone using the App "Metropolis by IVAS" entirely devoted to  decoration, and on social networks:

SMOOTH CEMENT EFFECT VINTAGE DECAPÉ EFFECT
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